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Abstract
Introduction: Since 2001, a burgeoning interest by health care professionals in the growing
asymmetrical terrorist threat and its impact on health care preparation and response has seen
significantly increased academic output around this nebulous subject. Despite this, there has
failed to be a consolidation of this sub-specialty.
Discussion: This editorial argues for the consolidation of the body of experience gathered
since 2001 into an initiative called Counter-Terrorism Medicine (CTM). It proposes that
previously discrete sub-specialty areas can be consolidated, with improvements in collective
understanding, and can build on previous work to provide a non-political health care focused
definition of terrorist events, based on the triad of Violence, Intent, and Heath Care Impact.
It notes the importance this defining triad has in health care planning and response
considerations. Finally, it defines the parameters of CTM within the larger specialty of
Disaster Medicine (DM).
Conclusion: There is a growing body of academic work on the health care implications of
terrorism. The time is right to coalesce these into an initiative referred to as CTM and to
consider this as a discrete part of DM.
Court M, Edwards B, Issa F, Voskanyan A, Ciottone G. Counter-terrorism medicine:
creating a medical initiative mandated by escalating asymmetric attacks. Prehosp
Disaster Med. 2020;00(0):1–4.

Introduction
Global terrorist attacks, defined as intentional violent acts of significant health impact, have
become increasingly more complex, often exploiting unconventional modalities that cause
unique traumatic injury patterns, similar to those seen on the battlefield, and requiring a
rapid medical response in dangerous and evolving scenarios. Since 2001, the world has witnessed an increase in these asymmetric terrorist attacks on civilian targets, as well as the use
of non-conventional weapons including vehicles, homemade bombs, military-grade firearms and ammunition, and chemical weapons like Sarin, Chlorine, and Novichok. This
has caused increased demands on health systems and threatened safety of responders and
facilities. This editorial argues for the consolidation of the body of experience gathered
since 2001 into an initiative called Counter-Terrorism Medicine (CTM), and defining
the parameters of CTM within the larger specialty of Disaster Medicine (DM).1 The time
is right to coalesce the varied experiences in these low-frequency, high-acuity events into a
commonly accepted strategy to better allow dissemination of best practices and develop
evidence-based approaches following the mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery
phases of the disaster cycle.
Counter-Terrorism Medicine: Defining a Sub-Specialty
While the health care system has long been responding to terrorist attacks, little has been
done to consolidate research and academic efforts around these events. Following 9/11, the
planning and execution of terrorist attacks have become demonstrably more sophisticated,
resulting in greater societal impact in terms of lives taken and fear instilled.2 Trends in
terrorism-related medical literature demonstrate a steady drop-off following a 9/11/2001
spike, which saw a significant increase in the Western medical literature focused on terrorism and its health care implications, despite no concurrent increase in transnational Western
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Figure 1. Recorded Terrorist-Related Activity since 1985
with Related Presence of Concurrent National Conflict versus
Frequency of Journal Articles in PubMed Associated with
MeSH Search Terms “Terrorism” and “Medicine.”3
terrorism over that same period, emphasizing the global impact of
the 9/11 attacks (Figure 1).3 Despite this, there remains no commonality of understanding or consolidation of this specialism.
One of the challenges in allying the medical context with a concept which is fundamentally non-medical is that any discussion on
“terrorism” rapidly leads to a concern over the use of the term,
in particular around its politicized use. The concept of terrorism
versus “freedom fighter” is a well-established dichotomy on the
continuum of violence for political gain, but increasingly, terrorism
in the midst of conflict and insurgency muddies the water of a
definition further. The rise in terrorism focused around national
or regional conflict has significant complications in terms of
addressing its trends,2 as opposed to terrorism that takes place
outside of a direct proximity to conflict.
A myriad of definitions of terrorism have existed, all focusing on
a politicized, crisis-centered definition:
The unlawful use of force or violence against persons or property to intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof
in furtherance of political or social objective.4

The World Health Organization (WHO; Geneva, Switzerland)
and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC;
Atlanta, Georgia USA) have both utilized these political definitions to classify terrorism-related casualties in the International
Classification of Diseases 10th Edition (ICD-10) criteria.5 The
major limitation of this is that for a death or injury to be classified
as relating to terrorism, it requires the federal government to designate an event as “terrorist.” If no designation, then it is not considered terrorism-related. In 2003, a recognition of the requirement
for a medical definition of terrorism was proposed that deconstructed the traditional definitions, focusing the optics instead
through a health care lens:
The intentional use of violence, real or threatened, against one or more noncombatants and/or those services essential for or protective of their health,
resulting in adverse health effects in those immediately affected and their
community, ranging from a loss of well-being or security to injury, illness,
or death.6

As noted in this seminal paper, “a universal medical/public
health definition of terrorism is not merely a theoretical concern,
but has important operational implications for health care systems.”
We also concur that “the development of effective medical strategies against terrorism requires agreement about what we are dealing
with.” Indeed, lack of a medical definition makes consolidating
Prehospital and Disaster Medicine

acquired research and knowledge in this field difficult, limiting
its presence in the medical literature. We therefore argue for a
medical definition of “terrorism,” focused on health care impact,
as the basis for the sub-specialty CTM.
The 2017 Las Vegas (Nevada USA) mass-shooting that
resulted in 58 dead and 869 injured demonstrates the terminology
quagmire. The US Department of Homeland Security (DHS;
Washington, DC USA) defines it as a “Targeted Violence”
event,7 while the Global Terrorism Database (GTD) includes
it, but states it doesn’t fit the criteria.8 The popular media uses
varied commentary.9 This is problematic and leads to inconsistency in reporting, resulting in an incomplete academic discussion, despite the event’s clear relevance to the medical community.
Using the medical definition of terrorism, we propose a triad that
defines the key aspects within CTM, namely: Intent, Violence,
and Health Care Impact.
All disasters are indiscriminate, but it is the focused intentionality of terrorist attacks that can convert a routine car accident
into a mass-casualty incident from a Vehicle Ramming Attack.
Targeting and a desire to have a societal impact also increases
the numbers and injury severity of victims of terrorism. These acts
are designed to maximize casualties, posing unique medical preparedness and mitigation concerns, particularly at mass-gathering
events where hundreds of people can become “soft-targets,” not
only in traditional venues such as concerts and sporting contests,
but also street festivals, holiday markets, and busy city pedestrian
areas, as the recent events in Nice, Berlin, and London have
demonstrated.
The use of unique modalities such as military-grade firearms,
shrapnel-filled bombs (ball bearings, screws, and nails), and chemical warfare agents also differentiate terrorist attacks from accidental
trauma, with the subsequent impact on the health care services
required to care for higher acuity patients.10 The likelihood of
long-term sequelae from both physical and psychological impact
is also increased in terrorist events.11,12 Understanding the complexity of victim suffering can change the recovery trajectory for
individuals and communities.
The third component of CTM relates to the effect on the health
systems in all phases of the disaster cycle, and is not always tied to
numbers of casualties. In both the mitigation phase, defined as limiting the direct effect of terrorism on health care services, and the
preparedness phase, defined as enhancing the ability to respond to
an event, impact is not necessarily related to death toll. The Sarin
attacks in Tokyo, the Anthrax attacks in the US, and the cyberattacks on the National Health System in the United Kingdom
all caused a significant amount of disruption to the health care systems, well beyond the actual harm to the population. In Tokyo, the
coordinated attacks resulted in the death of 13 people, but caused a
global threat concern which resulted in a significant health burden
that is now a hallmark of chemical/biological/radiological/nuclear
explosion (CBRNE) preparedness.
Global attacks on health care facilities and workers have become
increasingly commonplace.13,14 While most of these atrocities
occur in conflict settings, it remains a global risk15-18 that can have
a significant impact on community preparedness and resiliency.19
Health care facilities and responders are soft targets that can be primarily or secondarily attacked.20-24 The history of health care as a
target for terror, the increasing impunity globally to the protected
status of health care, and the availability of obvious soft targets with
significant potential impact makes mitigation of the threat and
health care target-hardening a key tenet of CTM.
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2. Counter-Terrorism Medicine as a sub-specialty of DM
(Figure 2): DM utilizes the cycle of mitigation, preparedness,
response, and recovery, linking acute response directly to
effectiveness and impact on the recovery phase, which then
influences mitigation and preparedness.26
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Figure 2. Counter-Terrorism Medicine/Disaster Medicine
Cycle – A Pictorial Representation.
Abbreviations: CBRNE, chemical, biological, radiological,
nuclear, and explosive; CTM, Counter-Terrorism Medicine;
EMS, Emergency Medical Serviced; HVA, hazard vulnerability analysis; ICS; incident command system; MCI, masscasualty incident; MOI, mechanism of injury.

Counter-Terrorism Medicine – A Sub-Specialty of Disaster
Medicine
Disaster Medicine focuses on a cyclical, revisionist learning model
where responses to high-acuity, low-frequency events inform the
recovery, preparedness, and mitigation strategies, thus influencing
the impact of future “catastrophic” events.25 As discussed, terrorist
attacks cause significant impact on a health care system’s ability to
respond. We therefore propose two key recommendations:
1. The creation of the CTM initiative: a consolidation of the
disparate and connected concepts currently in the academic
literature under a new umbrella term, thus increasing the
exposure of this important medical niche while highlighting
the requirement for interoperability across a multitude of
stakeholders. This will promote the advancement of the field
through common understanding and propagation of knowledge and best practices.
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